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ABSTRACT 
Iterating holomorphic (especially analytic) functions have been studied for many years by 
Gaston, Julia, and Fatou to name a few. In this paper we look at two different complex analytic 
functions, and attempt to explain many of there iterat ive properties such as: fixed points, 
uniqueness of fixed points, and periodic orbits (existence and uniqueness) . We will also prove 
these results in a numerical setting as well as an analytical one for both functions. 
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction 
Analytic complex functions are quite common in the field of mathematics and are usually 
pretty easy to understand for most applications. These functions can be represented as a 
power series, differentiated infinitely many times, have no singularities, and have many other 
well known and useful properties. However, even given there simplicity, iterating such 
functions produce some very interesting results. 
In particular, I have investigated two similar complex functions: the linear fractional 
transformation (also known as the Mobius transformation) of the form 
T(z ) = Ta(z) = u(z - a) / l - az , and a certain class of t he exponential map of the form 
F( z) = iz. We then generalize to functions of the form FA ( z) = eiAz, where A is a positive, 
real constant. This then generalizes many of our results to a quite large class of exponential 
functions. F(z) = iz is a special case of FA(z) = eiAz where A = 7r/2. 
Many questions arise when studying such functions. For example does a unique, fixed point 
exist? (i.e. Does there exist a unique point z E C such that F(z ) = z for some analytic map F ) 
Does more than one fixed point exist? Can we find the fixed point(s) in a deterministic way, a 
numerical way? Are there periodic orbits? I plan on answering many of these questions for 
these two particular functions in this paper. 
Below, are some theorems and lemmas used throughout this paper. 
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Schwarz's Lemma: If f : D--. D is analytic and f(O) = 0, then lf(z) I :S: lzl for all z E D . 
Open Map Theorem: The image of a region under any nonconstant holomorphic function is 
an open set. 
Uniqueness Theorem : If f and g are holomorphic in the open, connected set (=region) 0 
and f = g in some nonempty open subset of 0 , then f = g throughout 0 . 
Weierstrass's Theore m: A locally uniform limit of holomorphic functions is a holomorphic 
function. 
Rouche's Theorem: If f and g are holomorphic in a neighborhood of 
D(c, r) = {z E <C: lz - cl :S: r} and If - gl < lgl on 8D(c,r) , then f has as many zeroes in 
D(c,r) as does g. 
Montel's Theorem: Every uniformly bounded family of holomorphic functions in a region is 
a normal family; that is, any sequence in it contains a subsequence which is uniformly 
convergent throughout the region. (The limit is holomorphic by Weierstrass 's Theorem) 
Corollary to Montel's Theorem: If Un} is a uniformly bounded sequence of holomorphic 
functions in a region 0 and if every convergent subsequence of Un} has the same limit, then 
the sequence Un} is convergent. 
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CHAPTER 2. Linear Fractional Transformation 
2.1 Introduction 
Definition 2.1.1. Let z E CC and let J5 be the complex unit circle, with its boundary. Then 
for each a ED, denote the Mobius transformation as 
z -a T( z) = uTa(z) = u--_-. 
1- az 
where u is a unimodular point on the boundary of D (denoted 8D). 
(2 .1.1 ) 
Definition 2.1.2. A function f is said to be analytic if it possesses derivatives of all orders 
and can be represented as a Taylor series for all z. 
Definition 2.1.3. A point z E CC is called a fixed point of a map F if it satisfies F( z) = z. 
Definition 2.1.4. A point z E CC is called an attracting fixed point of a map F if z is a 
fixed point and satisfies IF' ( z) I < 1, otherwise z is called a repelling fixed point. 
Lemma 2.1.5. Ta( z) is a conformal self-map (or conformal automorphism) (i.e one-to-one, 
onto, and analytic). 
Proof. Let z1, z2 E CC be distinct complex points. 
i) one-to-one : Show T(z1) I- T(z2) implies z1 I- z2 . 
(2 .1.2) 
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(2.1.3) 
(2.1.4) 
ii) onto : Use w = T( z ), solve for z, and show z is the same form as w. 
w+au 
w(l - az ) = u(z - a)::::;. z (u +aw)= w + ua::::;. z = u __ . 
1 +auw 
(2.1.5) 
iii) analytic (or holomorphic): It is easy to see that the function has derivatives of all orders. 
Next is to show it can be represented as a Taylor series . Use standard series operations on a 
00 
Neumann series l~ z = I:; zn to generate the formula for T( z ) to yield 
n=O 
T( z )=u(z -a)(l+ zoa -)f [a(l- zoa - )]n(z - z0r. 1 - zoa 1 - zoa 
n=O 
(2.1.6) 
It can also be shown that this series has an infinite radius of convergence . Thus the function 
is analytic . D 
The next result generalizes the previous lemma, showing the map is conformal on D, D, 8D, 
and also gives a nice easy way to calculate the inverse of this transformation. 
Theorem 2.1.6. [1] For each a ED the function Ta( z ) maps Done-to-one onto fJ, carrying 
D onto D and T;; 1 = T- a· Conversely, any conformal map of D onto D has the form uTa for 
some a ED, u E 8D. 
Proof. One calculates for any z E D, a E D, 
(2.1.7) 
This shows at once that Ta maps D into D, D into D, and 8D into 8D. Consequently, Tao T_a 
and T_a o Ta may be formed. A simple calculation reveals that each equals the identity 
function on fJ. If F is a conformal map of D onto D, let a = p - l (0) and consider f = F o Ta- 1 . 
This is again a conformal map of D onto D, by the result of the first paragraph above. Since 
f(O) = 0, we can apply Schwarz 's Lemma to both f and f - 1 to get 
Vz ED. (2.1.8) 
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The holomorphic function f ( z) / z thus has constant modulus 1 and so is constant, by the Open 
Map Theorem . Calling the unimodular constant u, we have f = uI, so F = f o Ta= uTa. D 
Theorem 2 .1. 7. [1] If F : D --+ D is holomorphic, then 
< Vz, w ED. F(z) - F(w) I z - w I 
1 - F(w)F(z) - 1 - wz (2.1.9) 
Proof. Given w E D , apply Schwarz's Lemma to f = TF(w) o F o T;;;1 . D 
These theorems show that this transformation maps all points z E D to the open disc. 
Similarly if given an open disc in D with a center c and radius r and 
D( c, r) = { z, c E C, r 2 0 : lz - cl < r} , then this transformation maps every disc lying in D 
onto another disc in D. 
Theorem 2.1.8. [1] For each a ED, 0 :Sr < 1 the set 
is the closed disc with the center C = a(l - r2)/(1 - lal2 r2 ) and radius 
R = (1 - lal2)r / (1 - lal2 r2 ). It lies in D . 
Proof. By multiplying out everything, one sees first that 
(2.1.10) 
(2.1.11) 
and then by completing t he square, that the latter inequality is equivalent to lz - Cl2 :S R2 . 
Moreover, calculation shows that 
ICI +R = 1 - (1 - lal)(l- r) < 1 
1 +lair 
and therefore D(C, R) lies in D. 
(2.1.12) 
D 
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2.2 Generalizations of T( z) and Conjugacy 
In fact, the Mobius transformation is a special case of a more general class of linear fractional 
transformations. The general formulation of this function is in the form: 
T(z) = az + b 
CZ+ d 
where(a~b, cd~ d) E <C. Using t his genera(l f:m,_w
1
:a ca)n define a matrix A such that 
A= . In particular, A= for our example. In fact , using this 
c -a 
(2 .2.1 ) 
definition we can show this set of transformations forms a group under matrix multiplication. 
Theorem 2.2.1. The set of all linear fractional transformations A form a group under matrix 
multiplication. 
Proof. We need to show this definition satisfies the four group properties: closure, associative 
under the group operation, identity eleme(nt,ua-nd_e:~st)ence of an in(ver~-e e~::n)t .. 
i) closure - Let A, BE A such that A= and B = Then 
-a 1 -b 1 
AB= Substituting each entry back into t he general form of T( z) yields: ( u_2 - u
2ab ) . 
-ab 1 
T( z) = az + b = u 2 z - u 2ab = u 2 z - ab . 
cz + d 1 - abz 1 - abz 
Thus ABE A. 
ii) associative - Obvious, matrix multiplication is associative. 
iii) identity - Need to find an element I such that T( z) = z . Let I= 
each entry back into the general form of T(z) yields: 
az + b uz 
T(z) = -- = - = uz = z 
CZ+ d 1 
iv) inverse - Clearly the inverse element is A - 1 = ad~bc (-de -ab ) 
(2.2.2) 
( u O ) Substituting 0 1 . 
(2.2.3) 
such that ad - be =I 0. 
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Thus A is a group. 
An important and useful representation of Ta is provided by the next result. 
T heorem 2.2.2 . [1] Let a ED, u E aD, T = uTa and z1 , z2 ED. Then 
T( z ) - T(z1) 
T( z ) - T(z2) ---·--
0 
(2.2.4) 
Proof. This a straightforward algebraic simplification of the quotient on the left hand side of 
the equation. 0 
If z1, z2 are distinct fixed points of T and if we let >. = (1 - az2) / (l - az1) , and 
S(w) = (w - z1) / (w - z2) ( w E C \ { z2}) , then the last theorem asserts that 
S(T( z )) = >.S(z) =} T( z ) = s-1(>.S(z)) \fz E D\ {z2}. (2.2.5) 
This makes iteration of T relatively simple. Let y [n] be the nth iterate of T. Then we have 
(2.2.6) 
We also see the importance of whether i>.I < 1 or i>.I 2: 1 to the question of the convergence of 
the sequence of iterates {T[n] }. Equation 2.2.6 is a technique of analysis known as conjugacy . 
Given two Banach 1 spaces X and Y and maps T and R we can then use our definition of T 
and define 
R( z) = ( s o r o s- 1) ( z) = >.z. (2.2.7) 
We can then construct a commutative diagram to further illustrate this relation. (See Figure 
2.1.6) We can easily see that So R =To S. Using the concept of conjugacy we can analyze T 
by analyzing much simpler maps S and R. Using these ideas we can classify the fixed points of 
T as follows: 
D efinition 2.2.3. The map T is called: 
i} Ellipti c - If there exists one fixed point z1 E D and one fixed point z2 = 1 / z1 1. D. 
1Definition of Banach space is given in Appendix A 
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x T x 
s s 
y y 
R 
Figure 2.1 Conjugacy 
ii) Hyperbolic - If there exists two fixed points z1, z2 E 8D. 
iii) Parabolic - If there exists one fixed point z1 E 8D. (Note: This is a limiting case of the 
hyperbolic case) 
Next are some important theorems about the fixed points z1, z2, and each of t he T(z) cases, 
plus some more information about the mult iplier>. depending on t he case of T(z ). They also 
show every case of Definit ion 2.2.3 is covered. 
Theorem 2.2.4. [1] For each a E D , u E 8 D , the map uTa of D onto D either is the identity 
map or has one or two fixed points. In the later case the two fixed points lie on 8D. 
Proof. Suppose uTa #- I. The statement uTa(z) = z for some z E D is equivalent to 
az2 + (u - l) z - ua = 0. (2 .2.8) 
If a = 0, then u #- 1 (since uTa #- I) and t here is exactly one z E <C which satisfies 2.2.8, 
namely, z = 0. Now suppose a#- 0. Then z = 0 is not a root of 2.2.8 and, remembering that 
u = l / u, we see that for any z #- 0 
_ 1 1 U _ 2 _ 
( ) 2 ( ) a 2 + ( u - 1) i - ua = - 22 [ az + ( u - 1) z - ua] . (2.2.9) 
Consequently, z #- 0 is a root of 2.2.8 if and only if 1/z is a root of 2.2.8. Now the quadratic 
equation 2.2.8 has one or two roots. In t he later case, if both lie in D then both in fact have 
modulus 1, since otherwise t heir reciprocal conjugates would lie outside D and consequently 
constitute to additional roots. D 
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Theore m 2.2.5. [1] If a En, u E an, and T = uTa has a unique fixed point zo on an, then 
u # -1 and 
zo u - 1 zo 
S(T(z)) = ( ) = -- + -- = >. + S(z) Vz En 
T z - zo u + 1 z - zo 
(2.2.10) 
(i. e parabolic case) , see Thm 2.10 for elliptic and hyperbolic cases. 
Proof. By 2.2.4, zo is the unique fixed point in n. That is, zo is the unique root of the 
quadratic equation 2.2.8 above. But a # 0 (else 0 is a fixed point) so zo is the unique root of 
Therefore 
2 (u - 1) ua z + ~ z- ii = 0. 
u-l 
-_- = -2z0 
a 
(1 - u) 
a = zo. 
2 
(2.2.11) 
(2.2.12) 
(2.2.13) 
In particular, since lal < 1 = lzol, we see that 'U # -1. Using this value of a in the definition of 
T, the asserted identity is verified by a routine calculation. D 
Theore m 2.2.6. If T( z) is elliptic, then T(z) is conjugate to a rotation. 
Proof. Let z1 be the fixed point in n. Define 
(2.2.14) 
We see that this maps z1 ---+ 0, and that Tz1 o To Tz~l maps 0 ---+ z1 ---+ z1 ---+ 0, so 0 is mapped 
to 0, thus T(z) is conjugate to a rotation. 
T heore m 2.2.7. (Parts from [1]) If a E n , u E an and uTa has exactly two fixed points z1 
and z2 inn, then the number>.= (1 - iiz2)/(l - iiz1) is not unimodular and I.A l > 0. 
Proof. For j = 1,2, the equation Zj = uTa(Zj) = u(zj - a) / (1- iizj) implies 
D 
1 - iizj = u(zj - a) / zj = u(l - (a / zj)) = u(l - azj), since ZjZj = 1 by 2.2.4. It follows at once 
that >. = :\;so>. is real. Now a# 0 (else uTa = u! has one or infinitely many fixed points in 
n) . Since moreover z1 # z2, it is clear that >. - 1 = ii(z1 - z2)/(l - iiz1) # 0. F inally, 
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s 
Figure 2.2 The Complex Map S 
l>-1 > 0, we use the fact that r[nl(z) = s-1(>.ns(z)), and thats maps 'circles ' to 'circles' in the 
complex plane. (See Figure 2). Now, if l>-1 < 0, then >.S(z) would be reflected about the 
orgin into the white area, but this is not possible. Thus l>-1 > 0. D 
We now have all the properties to do some long-term (analytical and numerical) analysis of T. 
Looking at the two fixed point case, we found that for fixed points z1 and z2, then 
S(z) = z - zi/z - z2 . We can also see that S(z1) = 0 and limz-+z2 S(z) = oo. Looking at>., we 
see that two cases arise: 0 < >. < 1 or >. > l. If 0 < >. < 1, then limn-+oo >.nS(zo) = S(z1) = 0. 
So Tn(z) = s-1 (0) = z1 E oD. 2 Also, if>. > 1, then limn-+oo >.nS(zo) = limz-+z2 S(z) = oo. So 
rn(z) = s - 1(00) = z2 E oD. We can now see that all the cases of T(z) are well defined. The 
minor point here is that when looking at the iterations how does one tell which fixed point is 
z1 and which one is z2 . In fact it is quite arbitrary, when looking at the sequence of iterates, 
the point where the sequence of iterates converges to is considered the attracting fixed point , 
and the other fixed point is considered the repelling fixed point. 
Many visual examples of the various cases of T(z) are in the next section. Next , we will 
2Tn(z) is equivalent to rlnl(z) 
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further develop the theory of iterates, by stating a deep theorem by Julius Wolff about the 
geometric structure of T. Then we will generalize these results to iterates of automorphisms , 
then generalize further to iterates of nonautomorphisms . 
Theorem 2.2.8. (Wolff's Theorem) [1] Let f : D --+ D be holomorphic and fixed-point-free. 
Then there exists u E 8D with the following property: every closed disc in D which is tangent 
to 8D at u is mapped into itself by every iterate off. 
Proof. Pick rk E (0, 1) with rk T 1 and set fk = rkf· Since 
II - (I - fk)I < rk = III on 8D(O, rk), (2.2.15) 
it follows from Rouche's Theorem that I - fk has as many zeroes in D(O, rk) as does I . Thus 
I - fk has at least one zero in D(O, rk)· Let ak be such a zero. Thus 
(2.2.16) 
Pass to a subsequence of { ak} and so assume with no loss of generality that 
lim ak = u 
n-->oo 
(2.2.17) 
exists in D. If u ED, then letting k--+ oo in (2.2.16) shows that f(u) = u. Since f is supposed 
to be fixed point free , this is not possible. Hence 
lul = l. (2.2.18) 
Since each fkn] maps D into D , 2.1.7 says that 
(2.2.19) 
If we set 
(2.2.20) 
(2.2.21) 
(2.2.22) 
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then according to 2.1.8 the set 
(2.2.23) 
is the closed disc in D with center Ck(z ) and radius Rk(z ). According to (2.2.19) we have 
z , fkn](z) E Sk(z ). That is, 
(2.2.24) 
Evidently z in fact lies on the boundary of the disc. Now a calculation shows that 
(2.2.25) 
and so 
(2.2.26) 
Another calculation shows that 
(2.2.27) 
and so, using (2.2.25), 
C ( ) _ (1 - rk(z ))ak _ (1 - lzl2 )ak k Z - 2 - 2 . 
1 - lakl rk(z ) 1 + lakl - 2Re(akz ) (2.2.28) 
Now it is clear from (2.2.20) and (2.2.1 7) that ask --> oo 
rk(z ) = --> -- = = 1. I z - ak I I z - u I I z - u I 1-akz 1 - uz u(u -z) (2.2.29) 
Therefore, if we let k --> oo in (2.2.26) , we get 
1. R () ll-uzl2 Im k Z = ----
k-+oo 2 - 2 Re(uz) 
ll - uzl2 = R( )· 
2 2 - z ' 1 - I z I + 11 - uz I 
(2.2.30) 
and, if we let k--> oo in (2.2.28), we get 
1. C ( ) (1 - lzl2 )u Im k Z = ----
k-+oo 2 - 2 Re(uz) 
(1 - lzl 2)u = C( ) 
2 2 - z . 
1 - lzl + ll - uz l (2.2.31 ) 
If we let k--> oo in (2.2.24) , we get from (2.2.30) and (2.2.31) 
IJ[nl (z) - C(z)I :::::; R(z ) Vz E D , n E N, (2.2.32) 
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since evidently, for each fixed z E D and n E N the nth iterate of fk converges to the nth iterate 
off. Notice that 
C z - 1 - lzl2 
I ( )I - 1 - lzl2+11 - uzl2 < 1, (2.2.33) 
R(z) > 0 and IC(z)I + R(z) = 1. (2.2.34) 
Hence the closed disc of center C(z) and radius R(z ) lies in D and is tangent to aD at the 
point 
C(z) 
C(z) + R(z) IC(z)I = C(z) + R(z)u = u. (2.2.35) 
According to (2.2.32) each point f [nl(z) lies in this disc; that is, for each z ED the closed disk 
D z which contains z on its boundary and is internally tangent to aD at u also contains all the 
iterates f [nl(z) . As any closed disc which contains z and is internally tangent to aD at u, 
contains D z, the theorem is proved. D 
2.3 Iterates of Automorphisms 
Note: All results in this section are from [1] so each cite will be omitted. 
Now we will generalize our discussion of iterates of T(z) to the iterates of general conformal 
automorphisms. From the previous theorems we can now completely describe the convergence 
behavior of the sequence {j[n] } where f is a general conformal automorphism of D. According 
to 2.1.6, f has the form uTa for some a ED, u E aD. We assume f I- I. Then, as noted in 
2.2.4, there are three cases to consider. 
Case I: f has two distinct fixed points on aD. In this case the sequence {j[n] } converges 
locally uniform in D to one of these fixed points, namely, to the one farthest from l / f - 1(0). 
Proof. Let the fixed points be z1 and z2, so labeled that the number>.= (1 - az2)/(l - az1) 
satisfies l>-1 < 1. (See 2.2. 7) Then according to 2.2.2, 
f [nl(z) - Z J = ).n z - z1 
f [n](z) - z2 z - z2 \fz E D , n EN. (2.3.1) 
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It follows that 
(2.3.2) 
The right side converges to 0 with l /n, uniformly in any compact set z E D . D 
C ase II: f has exactly one fixed point on EJD . In this case the sequence {f[n]} converges locally 
uniformly in D to this fixed point. 
Proof. Letting zo denote the fixed point, it follows from 2.2.5 that 
zo _ n ( u - 1) + ~ 
f [n] ( Z) - zo - U + 1 Z - Zo ' 
I [ l 1 I > n I u - 11 - I 1 I Vz ED, n EN. f n ( Z) - zo - U + 1 Z - zo 
Since f i- I, it follows that u i- l. If K is a compact subset of D, then 
mk =inf {lz - zol : z E K} is positive and for all n > ~k I~~~ I our inequality yields 
lf[n](z~- zol ~ n1~~~1 - :k > ~1~~~1' 
jf[nl(z) - zoj ~~I~~~ I Vz EK. 
(2.3.3) 
(2.3.4) 
(2.3.5) 
(2.3.6) 
D 
Case III: f has a unique fixed point zo in D . In the case either f is periodic in the sense that 
f fn] =I for some n, or the orbit {f[n] : n E N} is dense in the compact group g of all 
conformal automorphisms of D which fix zo. 
Proof. Let T = Tz0 and form F = To f o r -1 . This is a conformal automorphism of D which 
fixes 0 and so, by 2.1.6, it has the form wI for some w E EJD. If w is an nth root of unity, then 
f fn] = r - 1 o p[n] o T = r -1 own Io T = I. If w is not a root of unity, then { wn : n E N} is 
dense in EJD 3 . The group 1{ = { eie I : 0 ~ e ~ 27r} is compact and the map 
ei6 I ----+ r - 1 o (ei6 I) o Tis continuous and sends 1i onto g. The dense subset { wnI: n E N} of 
1{ maps to the orbit {f[n] : n E N} off, which is consequently dense in 9. D 
3 This statement is not entirely obvious to see and the proof of this statement is given in Appendix A. This is 
a well known theorem known as Kronecker 's Theorem. 
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REMARKS: An alternative way of treating the iteration of fixed point free conformal 
automorphisms of D is to go over to the upper half-plane U, which is conformally equivalent to 
D. (As discussed previously in our discussion of conjugacy.) It is not hard to show that every 
fixed point free conformal automorphism f of U determines a conformal automorphism T such 
that F = r -1 of o T has the form F(z) = az for all z E U (hyperbolic and elliptic cases) or 
the form F(z) = z + b for all z E U (parabolic case), where a is positive and bis real. The 
behavior of { p[n] } is obvious and this is carried back to the original function on D by pre- and 
post-composing with the appropriate conformal map of D onto U and its inverse. 
2.4 Iterates of Nonautomorphisms 
Note: All results in this section are from [1] so each cite will be omitted. 
Surprisingly, if f : D---+ D is holomorphic but not a conformal automorphism, its iterates can 
only have constant limits. Theorem 2.2.8 will be used to show that only one constant is 
possible, and then an appeal to Corollary to Mantel's Theorem will show that the whole 
sequence {f [n]} converges. 
Theorem 2.4.1. Let f: D---+ D be holomorphic. Suppose that there exists n 1 < n2 < ... such 
that j[n1J ---+I in D. Then f is a conformal automorphism of D. 
Proof. Use Mantel's Theorem to find )1 < )2 < ... such that {f[n1k- 1l} converges, say tog. 
Then f[nh] = f[nh- 1l of ---+go f, so I= go f. In particular, f is nonconstant, so f (D) is open 
(by Open Map Theorem - see Appendix A). Moreover, (fog) of= f o (go!) = f, so fog= I 
in the set J(D). By the Uniqueness Theorem, from fog= I in f(D) CD, follows fog= I in 
D. 
Corollary 2.4.2. Let f: D---+ D be holomorphic but not a conformal automorphism of D. 
Then every subsequential limit of {f [n]} is constant. 
D 
Proof. Suppose that contrariwise there exists ni < n2 < ... such that j[n1J ---+ g with g 
nonconstant. Then g is holomorphic (by Weierstrass's Theorem ) and so g(D) is open. 
Evidently g(D) C D. Hence, in fact, g(D) c D, the interior of D. Set mj = nJ+1 - nj and cite 
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Mantel's Theorem to come up with a convergent subsequence { f [mjk]} . Let h denote its limit, 
which is holomorphic . For each z ED the convergent sequence {Jfnj](z)} together with its 
limit g(z) is a compact subset of D and so j [mjk] converges to h uniformly on this set. It 
follows easily that f [mhl(J[njk] (z))----> h(g(z)). But 
j [mj](j[nj](z)) = j [mj+nj](z) = JfnH1 l (z)----> g(z). Thus h =I in the nonvoid open subset g(D ) 
of D. It follows from the Uniqueness Theorem that h = I throughout D and then the last 
theorem implies that f is a conformal automorphism of D. D 
Theorem 2.4.3. Let f: D ____, D be holomorphic and have a fixed point zo. Suppose that f is 
not a conformal automorphism of D . Then {j[n]} converges to zo. In particular, the fixed point 
is unique. 
Proof. If g and hare any two subsequential limits of {j[nl }, then g(zo) = zo = h(zo). Since g 
and h are each constant by 2.4.2, it follows that g = h. But then by the Corollary to Montel's 
Theorem the whole sequence {j[n]} converges to z0 . D 
Theorem 2.4.4. Let f : D ____, D be holomorphic and fixed point free. Then {j[n]} converges to 
a unimodular constant. 
Proof. The case where f is a conformal automorphism of D is covered by Case I and Case II 
above, so we shall suppose that f is not a conformal automorphism of D . Let g be any 
subsequential limit of {j[nJ}. By 2.4.2, g is constant, say g(z ) =a for all z . If a ED and 
j[nj] ____, g, then on the one hand j(j[nj ](z )) ----> f(g( z )) = f(a) by continuity off at a. On the 
other hand, j(j[njl (z )) = j [njl (J( z )) ----> g(f( z )) = a, since {j[nj]} converges tog at each point 
of D. It follows that f(a) =a, against one the hypothesis on f . Hence a rf:. D. Evidently 
a E D, so lal = l. But then it is obvious from 2.2.8 that a must coincide with the u of that 
theorem. Thus u is the only possible subsequential limit of {j[n] }, so by Corollary to Mantel's 
Theorem the whole sequence {j[n]} converges to u. D 
Corollary 2.4.5. If f : D ____, D is holomorphic and fixes two distinct points of D , then f =I. 
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Proof. If f is a conformal automorphism of D , this follows from 2.1.6 and 2.2.4. Otherwise it 
follows from 2.4.3. D 
Theorem 2.4.6. If the holomorphic map f: D--+ D leaves some nonempty compact subset K 
of D invariant, i.e.,f(K) CK, then f has a fixed point. 
Proof. f(K) CK CD causes all the iterates of f[nl(z ) to remain well inside D, if z EK. In 
particular, limsupn--->oo [f[nl(z)[::::; sup IKI < 1. Therefore, by 2.4.4, f is not fixed point free. D 
2.5 Common Fixed Points 
(This section is for enrichment purposes only and is purely optional.) 
Note: All results in this section are from [1 J so each cite will be omitted. 
Theorem 2.5.1. Let g be a group under composition of holomorphic self-maps of D. Suppose 
g is compact (with respect to locally uniform convergence). Then either g consists of a single 
constant function or g consists of all powers of a single conformal automorphism of D which 
has finite order or g consists of all the conformal automorphisms of D which fix some one 
point of D. In any case, g is commutative and has a unique fixed point in D. 
Proof. Let E denote the identity element of g. If Eis a constant function , say E(z) = zo ED 
for every z ED, then f(z) = (E o f)(z) = E(f(z)) = zo for all f E g. Thus g = E = zo. If Eis 
not constant, then E(D) is an open subset of D (Open Map Theorem) and from 
E(w) = (E o E)(w) = E(E(w)) we infer that E =I in the open set E(D). By the Uniqueness 
Theorem then E =I throughout D. It follows that the functions in g are all one-to-one and 
onto, i.e., are conformal automorphisms of D. For any I# f E g, there are then only three 
possibilities: 
i) f has a unique fixed point in D. 
ii) f has a unique fixed point in D, which lies on 8D. 
iii) f has two unique fixed points in D, and they each lie on 8D. 
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In the latter two cases the sequence {f[n] } in 9 converges in D to one of the fixed points (see 
§2.3), i.e., to a constant, hence to a function not in 9. This contradicts the compactness of 9. 
Thus ( i) prevails for every f E 9 different from I. If there are any such functions , let Jo be 
one and let ao be its unique fixed point in D and set 
T(z ) = z + ao . 
1 + a0 z 
Then set Fo = r-1 o Jo o T and 9o = r - 1 o 9 o T , another compact group of conformal 
automorphisms of D. (See 2.1.6) Now Fo E 9o and Fo fixes 0. Therefore (2.1.6) 
Fo(z) = eifJ z for some 0 < () < 27r. 
(2.5.1) 
(2.5.2) 
Since also F0- 1 (z) = e-ifJz = e(2rr-fJ) iz is in 9o, we can replace () by 27r - ()and thereby assume 
that 
0 < (}<1f. (2.5.3) 
Let J E 9o maximize I J ( 0) I· Since f --. J ( 0) is continuous and 9o is com pact, such J exists. 
Write (after 2.1.6): 
j(z ) = u z +_a where lul = 1 > lal. 
1 +az 
Write u = ei'l/J. Since 0 < () / 7r ::; 1, there is an integer n such that 
Thus 
so 
Set w = einfJ u and note that 
e 
n· - E 
7f 
[- ~ - ~' ~ - ~] . 2 7f 2 7f 
1 + lal2 1 1 - lal4 Rew > O>----
- 2 - 2 . 1 - lal2 ' 
2(1 - lal2 ) Rew> -(1 - lal4), 
2Re [ (1al 2 - 1) w] < l - Jal4 
(2.5.4) 
(2.5.5) 
(2.5.6) 
(2 .5.7) 
(2.5.8) 
(2.5.9) 
(2.5.10) 
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lal4 + 2Re(w lal2 ) + 1 < 2Rew+1 (2.5.11) 
lwl 2 lal4 + 2 Re(w lal 2) + 1 < lwl 2 + 2 Rew+ 1, (2.5.12) 
and since lwl = 1, 
(2.5.13) 
Now consider Ji = FJnl of= einfJ f, an element of 9o. We have 
[2] _ . _ _ wa + a _ 1 + w f 1 (0)-fi(fi(O))-fi(wa)-w· _ -wa· 2 . 1 + awa 1 + w la l (2.5.14) 
Therefore 
IJI21(o)j = lal I 1 + w 2 I= lf(O)l I 1 + w 2 I· 1 + w lal 1 + w lal (2.5.15) 
From (2.5.13) and (2.5.15) we infer that lf(O)I = 0, for otherwise the maximality of lf(O)I 
would be contradicted. It follows that g(O) = 0 for every g E 9o; i.e., 0 is the unique fixed 
point of each g E 9o. In view of 2.1.6, 9o is a compact subgroup of { wl : w E 8D}; hence it is, 
in particular, commutative. But it is elementary that a subgroup of EJD is either finite and 
cyclic or dense. Therefore either 9o is the totality of conformal automorphisms which fix 0 or 
Q0 = {wk I: k E N} for some nth root of unity w of 1. It follows that g = To 9o o r -1 is 
commutative and is either the totality of conformal automorphisms which fix T(O) or the cyclic 
subgroup {To (wk I) o r -1 = (To ( wr- 1 ) )[kJ : k = 1, 2, ... , n} of the latter. D 
If inverses are lacking (i.e., the group hypothesis is dropped), but commutativity is available 
by fiat, then a common fixed point can be found by other arguments: 
Theorem 2.5.2. Let F be a family of continu·ous self-maps of D which are holomorphic in D 
and commute with each other under composition. Then the functions in F have a common 
fixed point. 
Proof. We may evidently discard I from F; i.e., suppose I tt F . Moreover, if F contains a 
constant function, then this constant is fixed by every element of F is nonconstant. By the 
Open Map Theorem then f(D) is an open subset of D; so f(D) c D , for each f E F. If some 
g E F has a fixed point zo in D, t hen by 2.4.3 this fixed point is unique. Since 
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g(f(zo)) = f(g( zo)) = f (zo) for each f E F , uniqueness of zo implies t hat the g-fixed point 
f (zo) coincides with zo. Thus zo is a fixed point of every f E F . If, on the other hand, no g in 
F fixes any point of D, we look at any part icular g E F. According to 2.4.4 there is a 
unimodular complex number u such that g[n](z)---+ u for every z E D. But for any f E F we 
also have z = f(O) E f(D ) C D ; so J(u) = limnf(g[nl(O) ) = limng[nl(J(O)) = u. It follows that 
u is a fixed point of every f E F. D 
2.6 Numerical Computations 
Next we will discuss the previous ideas in a numerical setting instead of purely analytical one. 
We will also restrict our analysis to that of the original conformal automorphism 
T( z ) = u(z - a)/l - az . Given the previous results, it is actually quite easy to reproduce them 
in a computer. Given a starting point zo E D, a E D and u E 8D, we simply apply (iterate) 
the function T multiple times to zo unt il we get within a given tolerance of the fixed point (i.e 
convergence). Or, in the case of non-convergence, we simply stop after a preset maximum 
number of iterations. I wrote a relatively complex MATLAB code to analyze every aspect of 
what's going on. (see [6] for more information) The program (contained in full in Appendix B -
see Program I) does the following: 
i) Takes t he input a, u, zo and tol, which represent the parameters in T(z ): the boundary 
parameter u, the starting value zo and a tolerance for convergence and inputs them into the 
program. 
ii) Then using Theorem 2.2.4, solves for the fixed points. 
iii) Iterates t he function unt il convergence or until the maximum number of iterations of 
250 is reached. It t hen plots the complex unit circle, all t he iterates, lines connecting the 
iterates, a, zo, and u, and calculates two different rates of convergence r1 and r2 . 
iv) Checks for convergence (a flag value of 1 means non-convergence, and a 0 for 
convergence) . 
v) Outputs the graph of all the iterates, the fixed points, how many iterations it took (if 
convergence occurred or 250 if nonconvergence occurred) , the flag value, and t he two rates of 
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Figure 2.3 P lot of Iterates with u = (1, Oi) , a= (.1 , Oi) 
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Figure 2.4 Plot oflterates with u = (cos(7r/ 4),isin (7r/4)),a = (.5, 0i) 
convergence. 
We will first begin wit h the hyperbolic case. Figures 3 and 4 show the programs graphical 
output with some appropriate values of t he parameters (u = (1, Oi), a= (.1 , Oi)), and various 
starting points zo. 
We can easily see that no matter where you star t in t he disc, the iterates converge to one fixed 
point on the boundary, as proved previously in T heorem 2.2.4. We can also see that one of the 
fixed points is 'attracting' and one fixed point is 'repelling', as stated previously. One can 
choose the parameters a and 'l.l quite liberally when t rying to investigate other examples of the 
hyperbolic case. 
T hese figures also show another important fact, the rate of convergence depends on the value 
of a. As a gets close to t he orgin , t he more iterates it takes to converge. Figure 2.5 shows this 
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Number of Iterations to Converge w/ u = 1 + Oi 
70 
60 
20 
10 
Real value of a - w/ lmag(a) = 0 
Figure 2.5 Varying Re( a) vs. Number of Iterations to Converge 
relationship better for a specific hyperbolic case with a fixed u and a varying a only along the 
x-axis. 
The rates of convergence were calculated differently and had two quite different motivations. 
Rate 1, is simply an 'average' rate of convergence that takes the total distance travelled 
throughout the circle by t he iterates and t hen divides by the total number of iterations. Rate 
2, is the rate defined by t he Contraction Mapping Theorem (See Appendix A). These two rates 
performed very similarly when compared for relatively small values of Re( a) , but Rate 1 
becomes quite erratic very quickly as Re(a) ___, 1 . This is shown in Figure 2.6. 
Next , we will discuss the parabolic case, as stated in Definition 2.2.3. This case has only one 
fixed point on the boundary of D , and is a limiting case of the hyperbolic case. Instead of 
choosing relatively arbitrary parameters a and u , we have to use Theorem 2.2.4 to choose the 
parameters more carefully. We only need to find one root of Equation 2.2.8 instead of two. 
Doing so leads to the following relationship: 
(1 - u)2 = - 4u lal2 . (2.6.1 ) 
We can then simply choose one of the parameters arbitrarily, then the other one is 
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Comparing Rates of Convergence w/ u = 1 + Oi and varying only in Real( a) 
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Figure 2.6 Varying Re(a) vs. Rates of Convergence 
automatically determined. For example, let a= .5 + Oi. Then u = .5 + ( v'3/ 2)i. Using various 
starting points, we see and confirm from Figure 2. 7 that in fact, there is only one fixed point. 
This one fixed point acts as both an attracting and repelling fixed point. Similarly to the 
hyperbolic case, when one of the two fixed points acts as the attractor and one fixed point as 
the repeller. 
Finally, we will discuss the elliptic case. Recall that the elliptic case has two fixed points, 
where one lies in the disc and one outside. Figures 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10 show a few elliptic 
examples. Since elliptic cases are conjugate to rotations (See Theorem 2.2.6), we can see a 
similarity to rotations in the pictures. Clearly, the iterations do not converge, and 'orbit ' 
around the fixed point inside the disc. 
This case is probably the easiest case to see that the orbits of the iterates are circles. In fact, 
all the iterates of every case lie on circles. This phenomenon occurs because of the map is a 
conformal automorphism, and sends 'circles' to 'circles'. 
This completes the discussion of this map. We will now move to another complex map 
motivated by exercise 5.6 in [l]. This exercise motivates the reader to show that the function i i 
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Figure 2.10 Plot of Iterates with u = (cos( 7r / 3), i(sin( 7r /3))), a = ( .1, Oi) 
converges. After the completion of this exercise, curiosity led us to look into this type of 
function more carefully. This curiosity led to some very interesting and fascinating results. 
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CHAPTER 3. The Exponential Map F(z ) = iz 
3.1 Introduction 
The map F( z) = i 2 , looks like a very simplistic map, a simple power function. Also noting the 
fact that this map can be rewritten as: 
(3.1.1) 
would still lead one to believe this map is simple. However, t his map is far from simple. Our 
main goal with this function will be to show it has a unique fixed point , and find the periodic 
orbits of this map (if any exist). 
Definition 3.1.1. A set of distinct points zo, ... , Zn E <C is an attracting period n orbit if it 
satisfies 
and 
for j = 0, 1, ... , n - l. 
( Fo ... o F )(z j) = F(n)(zj ) =Zj n 2 l. 
"-v-" 
n - compositians 
NOTE: A fixed point of the system is simply the case of n = l. 
(3.1.2) 
(3.1.3) 
(3.1.4) 
Our first step into beginning our analysis was to start numerically then use that to motivate us 
further. I then began with an elementary MATLAB program (Program II in Appendix B) to 
find a possible fixed point for i 2 , as motivated by exercise 5.6 in [l] . Figure 3.1 shows a 
graphical output of this program. 
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Figure 3.1 Plot of Iterates of F(z) = iz with zo = (0, i) 
This rather pretty picture would lead us to believe that a fixed point is near ( .44, .36i). Since 
this map is not an automorphism it is actually quite difficult to prove this fixed point exists, 
and if it is unique. Eventhough we can clearly see this point exists, we cannot assume a-priori 
that the fixed point is the only one. (It could just be the closest attracting fixed point near our 
starting point). This picture however , gives us a region of interest to investigate further. Let R 
be the upper-right quadrant of the complex unit circle. We will start by proving existence, 
uniqueness and a further defined region of the location of the fixed point . Existence will be 
proven by a proof by contradiction of the Minimum Modulus Principle. [10] (See Appendix A) 
Theorem 3.1.2. There exists a fixed point z E R c C fo r the map F(z ) = i z . 
Proof. The idea of the proof is to show IF(z) - zi2 is bounded below by some constant along 
the boundary of R. But since we already know there exists a neighborhood near the point 
(.44, .36i) such that IF(z) - zl S 10- 6 or smaller if necessary, then this would directly 
contradict the Minimum Modulus Principle. Recall a complex number can be written as 
z = x + i y , for x, y E ffi. . Then 
(3.1.5) 
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But since ei(7r/ 2Jx = cos(~x) + isin(~x) we can see that equation 3.1.5 can be rewritten as 
[e(- 7r/ 2)Y (cos (~x) + isin (~x)) - (x + iy)] [e(7r/ 2lY (cos (~x) - isin (~x)) - (x - iy)] 
= e(-7r/ 2)Y + x2 + y2 - 2e(-7r/ 2)Y ( xcos (~x) + ysin (~x)) 
For simplicity, let J(x, y) be the contents of equation 3.1.7. We now have to check the 
boundary values of f(x , y). We will start with y = 0. Then for 0::; x::; 2/ 7r 1 
f ( x, 0) = x2 + 1 - 2x cos ( ~ x) 
This implies that 
f (x, 0) 2 x2 - 2x + 1 = (x - 1)2 2 ( 1 - ~) 2 
Next, we'll check the boundary x = 0. Then for 0 ::; y ::; 2/7r 
1 f(O, y) = y2 + e(-7r/2lY 2 e(-7r/2lY 2 -. 
e 
(3.1.6) 
(3.1. 7) 
(3.1.8) 
(3.1.9) 
(3.1.10) 
To check the last boundary, we will convert to polar coordinates, so that x = (2/ 7r) cose, 
y = (2/ 7r)sinB, and for 0 ::; e::; 7r/ 2. Then 
1(~cosB, ~sine) = (~) 2 + e- sint1(1-!cosB(cos(cos B)))-!sinB(sin(cosB)) (3.1.11) 
and using the trig identity cos (a ± {3 ) = cos a cos f3 =f sin a sin f3 we see that 
= (~) 2 + e-sintl ( 1 -! cos(B- cose)) (3.1.12) 
(3.1.13) 
Since one of these boundary values is not the minimum off (x, y) over R , this contradicts the 
Minimum Modulus Principle. Thus there exists a fixed point z E R C <C for the map 
F( z) = iz. This next theorem shows the fixed point is unique and a more refined region where 
the fixed point lies. D 
Theorem 3.1.3. The fixed point ZJ of the map F(z ) = i z is unique, lies in the circle of radius 
2/ 7r, and Im(z1) > ~ log~ · 
1 This fact will be shown to be true in Theorem 3.1.3 
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Proof. Suppose zo E D is an att racting fixed point such that F(zo) = zo, and IF(zo)I < 1. 
Then IF'(zo)I = li(7r/ 2)F(zo)I = 1(7r/ 2)zol < 1 which implies that lzol < 2/ 7r. Suppose z1 is 
another attracting fixed point, then lz1I < 2/ 7r. This implies all attract ing fixed points lie in 
the circle of radius 2/7r. Let C be a straight line complex contour connecting zo and z1. Then 
by the complex Fundamental Theorem of Calculus we see that 
lz1 - zol = IF(z1) - F( zo)I :S J F'(z) dz :S J jF'(z)jdz :S 1;1tcf jF'(z)j ·L(C). (3.1.14) 
c c 
Where L(C) is the length of t he contour. Now, if IF' (z)I < 1, then lz1 - zol < 1 · lz1 - zol - But 
this would contradict one of the assumptions, thus the fixed point is unique. However, we first 
need to prove IF' ( z) I < 1 for all z in C. Clearly, 
(3.1.15) 
This implies that 
7r 2 2 7r 
- -y < log - => y = Im(z) > - log-. 
2 7r 7r 2 
(3.1.16) 
So zo, z1 and all of C is above y = ~ log~-
Finally, we see that 
(3.1.17) 
So IF' ( z) I < 1, thus the fixed point is unique. D 
As we can see the proof of existence seems to be a little long and quite awkward. I first began 
to t ry to prove this t heorem by using a known fixed point theorem such as the Contraction 
Mapping Theorem, or the Schauder F ixed Point Theorem, but the domain we chose was not 
invariant under F . This caused problems when t rying to use such a proof. I leave it up to t he 
reader to prove Theorem 3.1.2 more directly by using a fixed point theorem. 
Next, we will discuss the periodic orbit s of t his map. We have just seen that a fixed point or 
period 1 orbit exists and is unique. Do ot her orbits exist ? If they do are they unique? It turns 
out that no other attracting periodic orbits exist for n 2 2. We will st art with the case n = 2. 
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Theorem 3.1.4. There exists no attracting period 2 orbits for the map F(z ) = iz. 
Proof. Suppose there exists an attracting period 2 orbit. In particular , t here exists distinct 
points zo, z1 EC such that F (zo) = z1, F(z1) = zo, and IF'(zj)I < 1 for j = 0, 1. Let C be a 
straight line complex contour connecting zo and z1. Then 
lzo - z1I = IF(z1) - F(zo)I S ./ F'(z)dz S / IF'(z)I dz (3.1.18) 
c c 
(3.1.19) 
since IF'(z)I < 1 by the previous Theorem. But this is a direct contradiction since zo and z1 
are distinct points. D 
vVe have just shown t here exits a unique fixed for the map F(z ) = iZ, and there exists no 
attracting period 2 orbit. In the next section we will generalize each aspect of F (z ) = i z. First 
we will prove no attracting period n orbits exist, then we will completely generalize the 
function. We will replace the 7r /2 in the exponential function to a general constant A . We will 
find t he values of A so that existence and uniqueness of a fixed point still hold, and so that 
there exists no attracting period n orbits. 
3.2 Generalizations of F(z) = i z 
Theorem 3.2.1. There exists no attracting period n orbits for .the map F(z) = i z, for n 2: 2. 
Proof. Suppose t here exists an attracting period n orbit. In particular, t here exists d istinct 
points zo, z1, ... ,Zn- I EC such that 
(3.2.1) 
and 
IF'(zj) l < l j = O, l , ... ,n- l. (3.2.2) 
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Without loss of generality, assume Zk is connected to Zk + l for k = 0, ... , n - 2, and Zn - l to zo 
by straight line complex contours Cp for p = 1, ... , n. Let D(zo) be the distance along these 
contours starting at z0 and ending at zo, and let L(Ci) be the length of the ith contour. Then 
(3.2.3) 
= IF( zn_i) - F( zo)l+IF(zo) - F(zi)l+ ... +IF(zn-3 ) - F(zn- 2)l+IF(zn- 2) - F(zn-1)1 (3.2.4) 
::::; J IF'( z )ldz + J IF'( z )ldz + ... + J IF'( z )ldz (3.2.5) 
Cn- 1 
n 
< L L(Ci) = lz1 - zol + lz2 - z1I + ··· + lzn- 2 - Zn- 11 + lzn- 1 - zol · (3.2.6) 
i= l 
Absurd ! Therefore no attracting period n orbits exist for n 2: 2. D 
We will now generalize our function further. Let FA( z ) = eiAz be our function of interest , 
where A E JR, and A > 0. This then generalizes our results to a rather wide class of 
exponential functions. Let 's begin by proving the previous results with this generalization. Let 
the region RA be the upper-right quadrant of the complex circle with radius 1/ A (This result 
will be proven later) . 
Theorem 3.2.2. There exists a fixed point z ERA CC for the map FA( z ) = eiAz where 
A E JR , 0 < IAI < 1.96. 
Proof. This proof is very similar to 3.1.2, so much of the algebra is suppressed. Again, this is a 
proof of contradiction of the Minimum Modulus Principle . We can clearly see that 
IF( z ) - zl2 = e-2Ay + x2 + y2 - 2e- Ay (x cos( Ax) + y sin( Ax)) = f(x , y) (3.2.7) 
Next, we check the boundaries of our region RA. Check the boundary y = 0, where 
0::::; y::::; l/A we see that 
f(x, 0) = x 2 + 1 - 2x cos( Ax) = (x - 1)2 + 2x(l - cos( Ax)) (3.2.8) 
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Since 0 < A < e we have f( x, 0) 2 (1 - e-1 ) 2 on 0 :S x :S e-1 and by 
2e-1(1- cos(A/e)) 2 2e-1 (1 - cos(l)) on e-1 :S x :S A- 1 . Next, we check the boundary x = 0 
where 0 :S x :S l / A. Then 
1 f(O , y) = y2 + e- 2Ay 2 e- 2Ay 2 2 
e 
(3.2.9) 
Finally, we need to check the boundary on the quarter circle; it is convenient to convert to 
polar coordinates: 
x = ( 1 I A) cos e' y = ( 1 I A) sin e (3.2.10) 
for 0 :S e :S n / 2. Then 
f (~ cos B, ~ sine)=(~) 2 + e- 2sine - e- sine (~ cos Bcos(cos B)- ~ sinBsin(cose)) 
(3.2.11) 
(A - l - e-sin8)2 + .3._e-sin8 (1 - cos(B- cosB)) 
A (3.2.12) 
Since both (A- 1 - e- sin 8)2 and %e-sinB (1 - cos(B - cos B)) are non-negative, we must see 
where both terms are zero: the second expression is zero when case = e. Call this Bo; so Bo is 
approximately . 739085. Putting e = Bo into the first term and setting it to zero yields 
A= Ao= e~, or approximately 1.96131. Then for 0 :Se :S .741 
(3.2.13) 
And for .741 :S e :Sn / 2, 
~ e- sin 8(1 - cos(B- cos B)) ~ l.~6 e- sin.741 ( 1 - cos(.741- cos.741)) > (2.67)10-6 (3.2.14) 
But we can find a z such that fF(z) - zf < 10- 6 . T hus by contradiction of the Minimum 
Modulus Principle the map FA( z ) = eiAz has a fixed point. 
Next, we will prove uniqueness of t he fixed point. 
Theorem 3 .2.3 . T he fixed point ZJ of the map FA(z) = eiAz is unique, lies in the circle of 
radius l / A, and Im(z1 ) > j log A , for A E IR and A > 0. 
D 
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Proof. This proof is exactly the same as Theorem 3.1.3, simply replace 7r/2 =A and 
2/7r = l / A. 
Theorem 3.2.4. There exists no attracting period n orbits for the map FA(z) = eiAz, for 
n :2: 2. 
Proof. This proof is the same as Theorem 3.2.1. 
We have now proven a unique fixed point exists, no attracting period n orbits exist for the 
map FA(z) = eiAz, and we have given a specific region for where the fixed point lies. These 
results hold for a large class of exponential functions where 0 < IAI < 1.96. 
The next section (while more computationally advanced) provides some more interesting 
information about this map. 
3.3 Advanced Numerical Computations 
D 
D 
This section describes some more advanced exercises in computing using MATLAB to 
calculate such things as basins of attraction, possible existence of fixed points using a 
multivariate version of Newton's Method , and other computational exercises. We will restrict 
our numerical analysis for the case where A = 7r /2. 
We will start by finding the basins of attraction of our map. I created a MATLAB program to 
find these regions (See Program III in Appendix B). This program first creates a mesh matrix 
with given bounds. For example, the line of code [x, y] =meshgrid ( -1: . 01: 1) creates the 
points (-1,1),(-1,.99),(-1,.98), ... ,(-1,-1), then creates the points (- .99,1) , .. . ,(- .99,-1), and 
continues until it reaches the point (1, - 1) . In other words, it creates every point within 
(- 1, 1) to (1, - 1) every .01. Then the program selects an entry of this matrix and runs the 
program MVNM2 (Program VIII in Appendix B). This subroutine takes each entry and 
tolerance and solves for the fixed point using a multivariate Newton's Method [5]. It then 
checks whether the values are near the fixed point (.44, .36i) , if the values are near the fixed 
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Figure 3.2 Basin of Attraction for -1 t o 1 
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Figure 3.3 Basin of Attraction for -5 to 5 
point (then t he sequence converged for t hat specific zo) t hen t he program plots a black dot for 
that part icular zo. Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 show the basins of attraction for different scales. 
As you can see, the basins are inversely symmetric wit h respect to the color about the y-axis. 
Next, I created so called Regions of Iteration. T he full program is listed as P rogram IV in 
Appendix B, and works very similar to t he previous program . Instead of plotting zo if it is 
close to t he fixed point, it plots zo if the iterations are greater t han 5. T his gives us an idea of 
the region in which it takes a rather long t ime to converge (or not converge). This region is 
interesting since the MVNM2 program takes very few iterations to converge. Figures 3.5, 3.6, 
and 3.7 show a few examples of t his region in different scales. 
Finally, we come to the most intriguing computations for this map. This next program I 
created shows directly that the iterations of this map produces a fractal . A fractal [11] is an 
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Figure 3.4 Basin of Attraction for -10 to 10 
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Figure 3.5 Region of Iteration for -1 to 1 
Figure 3.6 Region of Iteration for -5 to 5 
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Figure 3.7 Region of Iteration for -10 to 10 
object or quantity which displays self-similarity, in a somewhat technical sense, on all scales. 
The object need not exhibit exactly the same structure at all scales, but the same "type" of 
structures must appear on all scales. A plot of the quantity on a log-log graph versus scale 
then gives a straight line, whose slope is said to be the fractal dimension. The prototypical 
example for a fractal is the length of a coastline measured with different length rulers. The 
shorter the ruler, the longer the length measured, a paradox known as the coastline paradox. 
The code I wrote to show this property is again very similar to the previous codes (See 
Program Vin Appendix B). The program creates a mesh matrix, selects an entry of that 
matrix, iterates the function (using the subroutine 'iteration' (See Program VII in Appendix 
B)), then if the sequence diverges it plots zo a certain color than depends on the number of 
iterations taken. We can see, the images have the interesting fractal structure. You can also 
see that this function is periodic looking at Figure 3.9 then 3.10. This makes sense since we are 
dealing with the exponential function, which is periodic in nature. Figures 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10 
show the output graphs on various scales. 
This method, while logically direct, is quite slow and took approximately 5 minutes to 
complete on my Pentium 4 - lGHz processor. To speed up the process, I found a program on 
the internet called Fractal Explorer [8] that does the same computations. It improves the 
resolution considerably, and takes a fraction of the time. Since our function of interest is not a 
standard function in this program, I had to program it in myself (this is another option which 
is quite unique to this program). The code is shown as Program VI in Appendix B. Figures 
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-0.2 
-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 
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Figure 3.8 Basins of Divergence using MATLAB on -1 to 1 
Figure 3.9 Basins of Divergence using MATLAB on -5 to 5 
Figure 3.10 Basins of Divergence using MATLAB on -10 to 10 
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Figure 3.11 Basins of Divergence using Fractal Explorer on -1 to 1 
Figure 3.12 Basins of Divergence using Fractal Explorer on -5 to 5 
3.11 , 3.12, and 3.13 show the output of this program with similar scales as figures 3.8, 3.9, and 
3.10. 
This gives us independent proof that 1) My MATLAB code was correct , and 2) This map of 
iterations certainly does produce a fractal structure. The only visible difference between the 
two different plots is that in figures 3.10 and 3.13. The MATLAB plots produced a band of red 
on the bottom of the plot while the Fractal Explorer program did not. I attribute this to the 
level of accuracy difference between the programs. The MATLAB code had a tolerance of 
10- 4 , while the Fractal Explorer program has a tolerance of 10- s (or greater if desired). It was 
also an issue of speed , an increased tolerance in the MATLAB code or a finer grid scale 
increased the running time of the program beyond what I was willing to wait for. 
Since this program was so useful, I decided to numerically test Theorem 3.2.1 using Fractal 
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Figure 3.13 Basins of Divergence using Fractal Explorer on -10 to 10 
Figure 3.14 Period 2 Image using Fractal Explorer on -5 to 5 
Explorer. Figures 24-28 show what Fractal Explorer produced for the periodic maps from 
period 2 to 5. 
The color plotted in the program indicates how long the sequence took to diverge. Any color 
represents a number of iterations to go off to infinity, while the black regions represent 
convergence. However, the attracting period 3 point is actually the same point as the original 
fixed point. Thus no actual orbit exits. This was the only discrepancy I had using this 
program. 
These figures confirm that Theorem 3.2.1 is indeed correct. 
This concludes our analysis of this map, and thus concludes our discussion of iterating analytic 
complex maps. 
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Figure 3.15 Period 3 Image using Fractal Explorer on -5 to 5 
Figure 3.16 Period 4 Image using Fractal Explorer on -50 to 50 
Figure 3.17 Period 5 Image using Fractal Explorer on -50 to 50 
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APPENDIX. A - Definitions, Lemmas and Theorems 
DEFINITIONS 
Definition: A Banach space is a complete normed linear space or complete vector space. 
Definition: Let (X, 11· 11 ) be a metric space. A mapping T: X---> X is a contraction 
mapping, or contraction, if there exists a constant c, with 0 :::;: c < 1, such that 
llTx - Tyl I :::;: c llx - Yll Vx, YE X. 
L EMMAS I PRINCIPLES 
Minimum Modulus Principle : Let f be analytic on a domain U ~ C, and assume that f 
never vanishes. Then if there is a point zo E U such t hat If ( zo) I :::;: If ( z) I for all z E U, then f 
is constant. Let U ~ C be a bounded domain, let i be a continuous function on the closed set 
U that is analytic on U, and assume that i never vanishes on U. Then the minimum value of 
Iii on U (which always exists) must occur on oU. In other words, 
min Iii= min Iii. o au 
THEOREMS 
Kronecker's Theorem 1 : If() is irrational, a is arbitrary, and N positive, then there is an 
n > N and a p for which 
3 lnfJ - p - al < -. 
n 
1T his theorem contains many difficult algebraic ideas, see [7] for further reference 
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Proof. There exists coprime integers q > 2N and r such that 
1 
lqB - rl < -. 
q 
Suppose that Q is the integer, or one of the two integers, such that 
We can express Q in the form 
where u, v E Z and 
Then 
1 lqa-QI < -2· 
Q = vr - uq, 
q(ve - u - a)= v(qe - r) - (qa - Q) , 
and therefore 
1 1 1 lq(ve - u - a)I < 2q · q + 2 = 1, 
by (.0.4), (.0.5), and (.0.7). If now we write n = q + v, and p = r + u, then 
1 3 N < -q < n < -q 2 - - 2 
and 
1 1 2 3 lnB - p - al :s; Ive - u - al+ lqB - rl < - + - = - :s; - , q q q n 
by (.0.4) , (.0.9) , and (.0 .10). 
(.0.4) 
(.0.5) 
(.0.6) 
(.0. 7) 
(.0.8) 
(.0.9) 
(.0.10) 
D 
Contraction Mapping Theorem [4] : If T : X -----r X is a contraction on a Banach space 
(X, 11·11), then there is exactly one solution (fixed point) x EX of T(x) = x. 
Proof. Let xo be any point in X. Define a sequence {xn} in X by 
Xn+l = Txn n 2: 0. 
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We denote the nth iterate of T by rn, so that Xn = rnxo. First, we show that {xn} is a 
Cauchy sequence. If n 2 m 2 1, then we have 
< (ic~ c) llx1 - xoll, 
which implies that {xn} is a Cauchy sequence. Since Xis complete, {xn} converges to a limit 
x E X. The fact that the limit x is a fixed point of T follows from the continuity of T: 
Tx = T lim Xn = lim Txn = lim Xn+l = x. 
n--+oo n--+oo n--+oo 
Finally, if x and y are two fixed points, then 
0 '.S; llx - Yii = llTx - Tyjj '.S; c ll x - yjj. 
Since c < 1, we have ll x - Yll = 0, so x = y and the fixed point is unique. D 
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APPENDIX. B - MATLAB Code 
Program I 
function [fp1,fp2,iter,flag,r1,r2]=Mobius(a,u,z0,tol) 
%-----------
% INPUT: 
% a - complex number, inside disk, labeled as a square 
% u - complex number, on boundary of disk, labeled as a triangle 
% zO - complex number, in the closure of the disk, labeled as a circle 
% tol - tolerance, small number - usually some power of ten (i.e 10--4) 
% 
% OUTPUT: 
% fpl - complex number, one of the two fixed points 
% fp2 - complex number, one of the two fixed points 
% iter - number of iterations taken to converge if convergent otherwise iter=250 
% flag - 0 if the sequence converges to one of the fp's, or 1 if no convergence 
% rl - convergence "rate" 1, an "average" rate of speed= sum_{n=O}-{N}(distance 
% from nth iterate to (n+l)th iterate) I (number of iterations) 
% r2 - convergence "rate" 2, "rate" of convergence from Contraction 
% Mapping Theorem 
%-----------
format long 
close 
%---Increases the accuracy of the program 
%---Closes a figure/plot if one is still open 
%--- Step 1 - Solve for fixed points ---> 
coeff = [conj(a) u- 1 - u*a]; 
r = roots(coeff); 
fpl r(l); 
fp2 = r(2); 
%-- -Give coeff i cients for roots solver 
%---Solve for roots (output is vector) 
%---Display roots (extract from vector) 
%--- Step 2,3 and 4 - Iterate the function, calculate rates of convergence, 
% and plot results ---> 
z = zO; 
zl = u*(zO- a) I (1 - ((conj(a))*zO)); 
d = O; 
%---Find the 1st iterate for r2 
%- --Set starting value for finding r2 
ztemp=z; 
iter = O; 
maxiter = 250; 
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%---Set up values for while loop 
%---Set iteration values 
t=O: .001:2*pi; %---Plots the complex unit circle 
plot(sin(t),cos(t)) axis equal 
hold on 
plot(u,'-') plot(a,'s') 
\leftarrow zO') 
text(real(a),imag(a),' 
text(real(u),imag(u),' 
%---Plots the points of interest 
plot(zO,'o') text(real(zO),imag(zO),' 
a') %---Places text near points of interest 
u') while 1-abs(z) > tol & iter < maxiter 
z = u*(ztemp-a) I ... 
(1-((conj(a))*ztemp)); 
dtemp = abs(abs(z-ztemp)); 
d = d + dtemp; 
%---Iteration function 
%---Find distance between each iterate 
%---Add each distance together 
%---Calculate r2 r2 = abs(1-z) I abs(zO - z1); 
plot(real(z),imag(z),'. ') 
X=[real(ztemp) real(z)]; 
Y=[imag(ztemp) imag(z)]; 
line(X,Y) 
ztemp=z; 
iter = iter + 1; 
end 
r2=1/r2; 
r1 = d I iter; 
%---Plot each iterate point 
%---Draws line between iterates 
%---Reset the value of z for the loop 
%---Add to iteration and repeat loop 
%---Display rates 
%--- Step 5 - Check for convergence or non-convergence ---> 
if iter == maxiter %---Check whether the sequence converged or not 
%---1 => non-convergence, 0 => convergence flag 1· 
' 
else 
flag o· 
' 
end 
grid on %---Turns the grid on, for visual purposes only 
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Program II 
function [fp]=itothez 
zO = i; %---Set starting value 
ztemp = zO; zl = exp(i*pi*z0/2); 
maxiter=100; %---Set maximum number of iterations 
for k=O:l:maxiter 
end 
z = exp(i*pi*ztemp/2); 
plot(real(z),imag(z),'.') 
hold on 
X=[real(ztemp) real(z)]; 
Y=[imag(ztemp) imag(z)]; 
line(X,Y) 
ztemp=z; 
t = 0: .001:2*pi; 
plot(sin(t),cos(t)) 
axis equal 
plot (zO, ' . ') 
fp = z; 
%---Calculate each iterate 
%---Plot each iterate point 
%---Find real and imag part of nth and (n+l)th 
%---iterate 
%---Draws a line between nth and n+lth iterate 
%---Resets value of z for loop 
%---Plot the unit complex circle 
%---Plot the first iterate 
%---Display the final fixed point 
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Program III 
function fractalbasin 
format long tol=10--4; 
[x,y]=meshgrid(-1: .01:1); %---Creates a mesh matrix of points 
%---with the range 
z = x+i*y; n = size(z) ; for j=1:n 
for k=1:n 
end 
zO = z(j,k); %---Selects an entry of the mesh matrix 
hold on 
[fp,iter]=MVNM2(z0,tol) 
x = real(fp); 
y = imag(fp); 
if x > .4381 & x < . 4383 & y > . 3604 & y < . 3606 
plot(zO,' .k ' ) 
end 
end axis([-1 1 -1 1] ) 
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Program IV 
function fractaliter2 
format long tol=10--4; [x,y]=meshgrid(-1 : . 01 : 1) ; z 
size(z); 
for j=1:n 
end 
for k=1:n 
end 
zO=z(j,k); 
hold on 
[fp,iter]=MVNM2(z0,tol) 
if iter > 5 
end 
plot (zO, ' . k') 
hold on 
axis([-1 1 -1 1]) 
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Program V 
function fractal 
format long tol=10--4; [x,y]=meshgrid(-1: . 01:1); z 
size(z); 
for j=1:n 
end 
for k=1 :n 
zO=z(j,k); 
[iter]=iteration(zO) 
if iter >= 1 & iter <= 3 
plot (zO, ' . r') 
hold on 
elseif iter >= 4 & iter <= 6 
plot (zO, ' . b') 
hold on 
elseif iter >= 7 & iter <= 8 
plot(zO,' . g') 
hold on 
elseif iter >= 9 & iter <= 10 
plot (zO, ' . y') 
hold on 
elseif iter > 10 & iter < 100 
plot (zO,' .m') 
hold on 
end 
end 
axis([-1 1 -1 1]) 
x+i*y; n = 
Program VI 
T1:=MakeComplex(0,1); 
Z:=CPower(T1,Z); 
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<Newton> calc mode (N-set Method option) 
Period-2 
T1:=MakeComplex(0,1); 
T2:=CPower(T1,T1); 
Z:=CPower(T2,Z); 
T1:=MakeComplex(0,1); 
T2:=CPower(T1,T1); 
T3:=CPower(T2,T1); 
T1:=MakeComplex(0,1); 
T2:=CPower(T1,T1); 
T3:=CPower(T2,T2); 
Z:=CPower(T3,Z); 
T1:=MakeComplex(0,1); 
T2:=CPower(T1,T1); 
T3:=CPower(T2,T2); 
T4:=CPower(T3,T1); 
Z:=CPower(T4,Z); 
T1:=MakeComplex(0,1); 
T2:=CPower(T1,T1); 
T3:=CPower(T2,T2); 
T4:=CPower(T3,T2); 
Z:=CPower(T4,Z); 
Program VII 
function [iter]=iteration(zO) 
ztemp=O; iter=O; 
while abs(ztemp) < 10-s & iter < 100 
ztemp = exp(i*pi*z0/2); 
zO = ztemp; 
iter=iter+1; 
end 
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Program VIII 
function [fp,iter]=MVNM2(z0,tol) 
xO = real(zO); yO = imag(zO); 
eps1 = tol; eps2 = tol; 
FO = [exp(-pi*yO I 2) - sqrt(xo-2 + yo-2); atan(yO/xO) -
(pi*x0/2)]; 
x=xO; y=yO; 
z = [x;y]; 
F [exp(-pi*y I 2) - sqrt(x-2 + y-2); atan(y/x) - (pi*x/2)]; 
iter=O; maxiter=100; 
while norm(F) >= eps1*norm(FO) + eps2 & iter < maxiter 
x = z(1); 
y = z(2); 
F [exp(-pi*y I 2) - sqrt(x-2 + y-2); atan(y/x) - (pi*x/2)]; 
J = [-1/(x-2+y-2)-(1/2)*x -1/2*pi*exp(-1/2*pi*y)-1/(x-2+y-2)-(1/2)*y; 
-y/x-2/(1+y-2/x-2)-1/2*pi 1/x/(1+y-2/x-2)]; 
[Q,R] = qr(J); 
w = Q'*-F; 
p = R\w; 
end 
ztemp = [x; y]; 
z = ztemp + p; 
ztemp=z; 
iter=iter+1; 
fp = z(1) + i*z(2); 
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